Up to now experimental hyperfine structure (hfs) data of twelve even-parity Zr II levels were given in literature. Recently new hyperfine splitting measurements of eleven other Zr II levels, of the same parity are achieved, applying fast-ion-beam laser-fluorescence spectroscopy. The hfs of these 23 gathered levels has been analysed by simultaneous parametrisation of the one-and two-body interactions, first in model space (4d + 5s) 3 and secondly in extended one . For the three lowest configurations, radial parameters of the magnetic dipole A and quadrupole electric B factors are deduced in their entirety for 91 ZrII, compared and discussed with calculated values, available in literature and also with ours, computed by means of ab-initio method . For instance we give the main experimental values of the extracted single-electron hfs parameters of 4d 2 5s: a 
The ZrII hyperfine splitting has been measured by Young et al. [1] and analysed theoretically by Beck and Datta [2] and by us [3] . We have to add furthermore that with help of on-line laser spectroscopy at the IGISOL facility in Jyväskylä the ionic ground state was studied by Thayer et al. [4] . Young et al., using the laser-rf double-resonance technics measured hyperfine splitting of ZrII levels arising exclusively from the metastable 4d 3 and 4d 2 5s configurations. For the first time hfs constants of the two only existing states of 4d5s 2 and also those of other new two lowest configuration levels are measured [5] . The complete details of the experiments are given for instance in [6] . We plan to extend in near future these experimental data to other ions of transition elements with an open d-and p-sheels, like MoII for instance and to analyse their systems using a semi-empirical parameterisation method. Some hfs parameters of transition elements for d-and p-shells are poorly evaluated up to now and it is interesting first to repertory their general trends. The big problem concerns mainly s-electron behaviour seeing its contribution to hfs A factor. What is exactly contactelectron impact and what is it its real interaction with nucleus? by what is it influenced when penetrating into the nucleus ? 2. Hfs considerations. Table 1 presents gathered experimental hfs data and for comparison we inserted computed hfs A and B factor values, done for angular momentum J=1/2 and J=3/2 by Beck and Datta [2] and also ours. We have two possibilities for semi-empirical analysis of the twenty three experimental data of table1, all concerning the three lowest configuration levels. The latter are close each others in energy and quite well isolated from the other configuration ones. For this reason it is better to study at first the model space (4d +5s) 3 and in the second step the extended model. Furthermore the model space generally For our hfs analysis we follow the many-body parameterisation method [7] which allows taking advantage of similarities between configuration interaction effects observed independently in spinorbit and hyperfine splitting. The radial parameters a k nl κ , b k nl κ , α i and β i have been evaluated by fitting them to experimentally determined hfs constants A and B using the theoretical expressions (equations 4 and 5 of [8] ). The values of single-electron parameters, extracted by least square fitting procedure, quoted with their uncertainties, are presented in Table 2 . Usually these parameters are discussed for each configuration separately while in Table 2 some parameters are common to all configurations. The corresponding parameters for each configuration ( Table 3 ) can be deduced from the model space parameters using:
for κK= 01, 12. In the case of κK= 10 one reads:
Here N =1 and M=0, 1, 2. The values of α i are given in Table 4 . Let us try now to evaluate monoelectronic parameters for s-and d-electrons involved in this study:
for 5s-electron a and for 4d-electrons we have:
with κK= 01, 12, 10
with κK= 02, 13, 11 and Q= -0.206 barn F o r R e v i e w O n l y ζ exp and ζ ab-initio represent respectively spin-orbit constant values obtained experimentally and computed through ab-initio method [9] . We introduced the ratio ζ exp /ζ ab-initio in order to weight expectation values found in many-body parameter relations. These corrections are very useful to get good agreements when p-electrons are particularly involved since ζ exp /ζ ab-initio = around 1.4 generally. For d-electrons the impact of its introduction in (2) and (3) is less determinant since this ratio is around 0.92 (average value). In present study we will omit to use this ratio because we want to compare our data with those given in literature where this weight is not taken into account: multireference relativistic configuration-interaction [2] and relativistic sel-consistent-field calculations of the radial hyperfine integrals. The latter were done by Jonas R. Persson [10] , using relativistic wavefunction of Hartree-Fock type and wavefunctions obtained by the so-called Optimised HartreeFock-Slater method [11] . We summarised in Table 5 expectation values obtained By Persson and those we obtained using pseudo-relativistic Hartree-Fock method [9] . Unfortunately we cannot use directly relation (1 twice) and 4π|ψ(0)| 2 value given in Table 5 of [3] because we need to scale the latter by a factor determined through experimental data of isotope shift [12] . We compare our extracted single-electron parameter values of Table 6 with those computed with aid of equations (1-3), through different ways. On the whole we have observed a good agreement between our extracted single-electron parameter values and those deduced from relativistic HartreeFock [10] or from our pseudo relativistic Hartree-Fock expectation values. Those computed from optimised Hartree-Fock seem overestimated. Moreover we have noted previously that our extracted parameter a Table 5 , only for relativistic effects, neglecting core polarisation contributions. In this latter Table a Table 5 by a 1.086 factor) is Hartree-Fock one. The value obtained, using OHFS method seems on the other hand overestimated. If we compare experimental A and B hfs constants given in Table 1 with those we computed, the agreement is excellent: we have only to point out that for level 2 F 7/2 of 4d 2 5s, whose energy is: 6467.61 cm -1 hfs constants A should be positive while B should be negative. On the other hand this comparison of experimental hfs data with those computed by Beck et al. [2] , recurring to relativistic configuration-interaction approach is rather mitigated as in the cases of Ti II and Hf II. The methodology proposed by Beck consists in generating wave functions from Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian to which it is possible to insert Breit contribution, considered as a perturbation. Furthermore multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock solutions, extracted with help of Desclaux code [16] are used as zeroth-order functions.
3.Conclusion.
In this work we have taken advantage of new hfs measurements, very accurate, concerning for the first time 4d5s 2 configuration levels. All these experimental values are confirmed perfectly by our parametric calculations which are different from those given by Beck and Datta using three methods: Configuration Interaction (CI), Dirack-Fock (DF) i.e. Relativistic Hartree-Fock and multiconfiguration F o r R e v i e w O n l y relativistic configuration interaction (MRCI). This latter study is really courageous even if some clarifications are expected: Zr is considered as a light element. Do these codes, used in this study, give converging data also for high atomic numbers involving heavy elements? Why this study is limited only to two cases: J = 1/2 and J =3/2? This work was extended [15] to Zr II Isoelectronic sequences: Hf II,Nb III, Ta III, Mo IV, W IV and La I. He showed that when using Dirac-Fock calculations one has to take into account both correlation and relativistic effects; otherwise calculated hfs constants may have wrong signs. With more experimental data we have refined our previous parameter values given in [3] and generated predicted A and B hfs constant values for all known levels, inviting experimenters to extend the few existing measurements and hopefully to confirm our calculations.
Appendix A: supplementary data
The complete table of A and B hfs values sorted by angular momentum J and increasing energy levels is presented in supplementary data associated with this paper. 3 given with their standard deviations in parentheses. 
